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Previous knowledge about Phobos resulted mainly from the Mariner-9 and Viking 
missions. During the latter mission a number of high resolution images were 
transmitted pennit!lng !he analysis of surface features with the main emphasis on 
morphology. Spectral data were available nearly exclusively from earth-based 
spectroscopic data. The Phobos-2 Mission, however, provided panchromatic 
high-resolution images together with low-resolution spectral images and so allows 
to conduct a' color analysis with respect to morphological details. 

IMAGE PROCESSING 

38 panchromatic and spectral images were transmitted to Earth. The spectral 
ranges of the images lie between 0.42 pm and 1.06 pm for the panchromatic 
channel, between 0.4 pm and 0.58 pm for the "blue" channel and between 0.78 
pm and 1.1 pm for the "red" channel. Four image triplets were chosen, each con- 
sisting of one "blue", one "red" and one panchromatic image which were taken 
under nearly identical illumination conditions. Noise reduction and filtering was 
performed on the panchromatic images enhancing morphological details. In each 
image triplet the spectral channels were geometrically coaligned to the panchro- 
matic image. Scatterplots of the "blue" versus the "red" intensity of the pixels were 
made. A principle component analysis was calculated to exaggerate color vari- 
ations by stretching the second principle component containing the color disparity 
information (1). The result was combined with the contrast enhanced panchromatic 
image by a transformation from the HSI- to the RG8-colorspace. In this process the 
second principle component was used as input for hue (H) and a constant value 
was chosen for saturation (S), while the intensity (1) was derived from the 
enhanced panchromatic image to get a false color picture which allows the inves- 
tigation of color changes in dependence of topography. 
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INTERPRETATION 

By analysing the false color images, two effects are easily identifiable. A slightly 
reddish patch can be seen on one picture ( derived from the original images 
2550132, 2550141, 2550153 ), which canno be explained only by topographic 
effects, whereas at other locations photometric effects caused by locally confined 
surface sfopes may contribute to color variations. Red/blue-ratios show values 
between 1.04 and 1.14 for the patch and about 0.96 for the surrounding terrain. 
Some crater rims a re  distinctly brighter and somewhat redder than the surface 
around them (Figure 1). Both phenomena can be explained by a decrease in pas- 
t ide size of the redder and, in the case of the crater rims, brighter materials (2). 
The preferential deposition of fines may be caused by the unusual gravitational 
envimnment of Phobos (3,4), where certain regions may have a higher probability 
for the deposition of crater ejecta material than others. The crater rims themselves 
are assumed to consist of material comminuted by the impact (5). 
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Figure I: Intensity profile across crater rims 
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